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Abstract
Two cold flow subscale nozzles were tested for side load characteristics during simulated 
nozzle start transients. The two test article contours were a truncated ideal and a parabolic. 
The current paper is an extension of a 2009 AIAA JPC paper on the test results for the same 
two nozzle test articles. The side load moments were measured with the strain tube approach
in MSFC’s Nozzle Test Facility. The processing techniques implemented to convert the 
strain gage signals into side load moment data are explained. Nozzle wall pressure profiles 
for separated nozzle flow at many NPRs are presented and discussed in detail. The effect of 
the test cell diffuser inlet on the parabolic nozzle’s wall pressure profiles for separated flow 
is shown. The maximum measured side load moments for the two contours are compared. 
The truncated ideal contour’s peak side load moment was 45% of that of the parabolic 
contour. The calculated side load moments, via mean-plus-three-standard-deviations at each 
nozzle pressure ratio, reproduced the characteristics and absolute values of measured 
maximums for both contours. The effect of facility vibration on the measured side load 
moments is quantified and the effect on uncertainty is calculated. The nozzle contour designs 
are discussed and the impact of a minor fabrication flaw in the nozzle contours is explained. 
Nomenclature
FSS =  Free Shock Separation
NPR =  Nozzle Pressure Ratio, Pc/Pamb
NTF =  Nozzle Test Facility
Pc =  Nozzle Total Pressure
Pw =  Nozzle Wall Pressure
Pamb =  Ambient Pressure
Psep = Separation Pressure Ratio, Pw/Pamb
PAR =  Parabolic
qRSS =  quasi-Restricted Shock Separation
r* =  Nozzle Throat Radius
RSS =  Restricted Shock Separation
TIC =  Truncated Ideal Contour
x =  Axial Station
 =  Standard Deviation
I. Introduction
OZZLE side loads are lateral forces induced by asymmetric pressure distribution in a nozzle. The most severe 
nozzle side loads occur during the engine start and shutdown transients as the location of the nozzle flow 
separation moves from the throat region to the end of the nozzle (start) and vice-versa (shutdown). Two common 
engine failure modes due to side loads are nozzle wall high-cycle fatigue and over loading the engine thrust vector 
control actuator. Most liquid rocket engines have, at one time or another, had issues due to nozzle side loads. The J-
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2S had excessive side loads such that an entire engine was ripped from its gimbal structure. The Space Shuttle Main 
Engine had side load induced nozzle coolant line (the “steer-horn”) fatigue cracks. More recently, the Japanese LE-
7A engine had problems due to nozzle side loads during development.2
The European liquid rocket engine, the Vulcain, experiences significant side loads as well3. In the 1990’s several 
European organizations joined together as the Flow Separation Control Devices research group to address nozzle 
side loads. Several experimental and analytical programs were completed that provided new and valuable insight 
into the nozzle fluid dynamics that are responsible for nozzle side loads4,5. However, in the U.S., there was no 
organized program addressing liquid rocket nozzle side loads.
The work described in this paper are results from an MSFC internally research and development (IRAD) effort 
begun in 2004 to develop, within the U.S., a nozzle side load test capability including the experience and knowledge
base to support future liquid rocket nozzle development. The specific objective of this cold flow test campaign was 
to determine the relative magnitude of nozzle side loads for two test articles; a truncated ideal contour (TIC) nozzle 
and a thrust optimized contour, specifically a parabolic (PAR), nozzle. The side load of interest was the net throat 
bending moment (figure 1) during start and shutdown transients. 
Figure 1. Throat bending moment due to side load.
Ref. 1 was the first paper on the TIC and PAR nozzle tests. This second paper significantly expands the depth of 
the test data presented. The current paper provides a description of the nozzle test article aerodynamic design. The 
nozzle wall pressure data presented in Ref. 1 is expanded on and a facility interaction is discussed. A minor 
fabrication flaw in the nozzle contours and its affect is discussed. The maximum measured side loads for the two 
nozzle start transients are compared and the magnitude of the side loads calculated via the mean-plus-three-standard-
deviations is also presented. The effect of facility vibrations on the measured side load magnitude is explained and 
assessed. 
II. Nozzle Fluid Dynamics
A brief and very basic explanation of the nozzle fluid dynamics that contribute to nozzle side loads follows. 
Several of the references provide a fuller explanation of nozzle fluid dynamics during start and shutdown. The 
reader is directed specifically to Refs. 5 through 9. 
The key difference between the TIC and PAR nozzles is the presence of an internal shock (see figure 2) in the 
PAR due to the non-ideal nozzle wall curvature just downstream of the throat. At low nozzle pressure ratio (NPR), 
Pc/Pamb, this internal shock interacts with the separation induced shock (NPR 16, figure 2) and then, as NPR 
increases, it interacts with the Mach disk (starting at NPR 20 in figure 2). If the internal shock is strong, its 
interaction with the Mach disk can cause the annular jet of supersonic flow to deflect outward and reattach to the 
nozzle wall (NPR 21, figure 2). The reattachment results in a recirculation bubble, “restricted”, between the 
separation location and the reattachment location. This transition to reattached flow, i.e., from free shock separation 
(FSS) to restricted shock separation (RSS), will invariably be asymmetric and is, therefore, a source of potentially 
large nozzle side loads. A second source, usually the largest, develops when the RSS reattachment location nears the 
end of the nozzle. The nozzle flow may flip back and forth between FSS and RSS because the nozzle end effects can 
change the pressure in the reciculating flow (at the wall) in time. Thus, the separation location varies in time, 
perhaps enough to cause the flow to switch modes.
Conversely, the TIC flow remains in FSS throughout the nozzle start transient (except at very low NPRs) as 
indicated in the images on the left hand side of figure 2. This continuous FSS flow in a TIC produces significantly 
lower side loads than the FSS-to-RSS-to-FSS transitions that are possible in a thrust optimized contoured nozzle. 
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Figure 2. Computational fluid dynamic solutions for the TIC test article (left) at two NPRs and the PAR test 
article (right) at five NPRs.
III. Experimental Approach
The test approach implemented here was proposed by Dumonv10 and further developed by Frey, et al11.
The relatively thick walled nozzle test articles were mounted on a flexible, easy-to-characterize “strain tube” (figure
3). Moments due to off-axis forces were measured with strain gages near the rigidly mounted end of the tube. Two 
pairs of full-bridges were applied to measure strain in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The nozzle test 
articles were designed to be relatively stiff so that their throat bending and nozzle ovalization fundamental 
frequencies were well above the expected excitation frequency range from side loads.
Figure 3. Schematic of the strain tube approach and a picture of the strain tube and a test article installed.
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A. Running Tests
The MSFC Nozzle Test Facility (NTF), figure 4, was designed to measure nozzle thrust performance of a range 
of simulated altitudes. The nozzle working gas is heated dry air at pressures up to 20 atm. Typical run conditions are 
nozzle total pressure of 10.2 atm (150 psia) at 66° C (150° F). The NTF’s two stage ejector system can pull the test 
cell pressure down to simulated altitudes greater than 30 km (100,000 ft).
Figure 4. The NTF test cell with a nozzle test article installed and a schematic of the diffuser and ejector 
system.
For side load testing the axial thrust measurement system was replaced with a 51 mm (2 in) thick steel plate 
(figure 5) to provide a rigid, “fixed-end” mount for the strain tube.
Figure 5. Stiffener plate added to the NTF shown with the strain tube attached.
Typical operating procedure in this test series was to bring the nozzle test article total conditions to set point, 
10.2 atm (150 psia), 66° C (150° F), without the ejectors running. This set point was maintained throughout the test. 
The NPR, prior to the ejectors being turned on, was about 10 which resulted in the nozzle flow separating just 
downstream of the throat. The red line in figure 6 illustrates a typical NPR time history from one test in which 35 
nozzle start transients were simulated. The low-speed data system recorded continuously through the test. High 
frequency data was recorded during the simulate nozzle start transients and for about 15 seconds at the constant 
NPR set points. 
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Figure 6. Example of NPR ramps from a PAR test.
To produce the simulated nozzle start transients the ejector drive gas was turned on to lower Pamb enough to 
induce the nozzle test article to flow full. The ejector drive gas flow was then reduced, the test cell returned to near 
atmospheric pressure and the nozzle flow was again separated just downstream of the throat. This cycle could be 
repeated, as many as 35 times in one “test”, until the ejector drive gas supply ran low. A test could run as long as 40 
minutes.
This constant Pc with decreasing Pamb approach to simulating a nozzle start transient is the inverse to a typical 
engine start transient where Pc increases and, if not in a closed test cell, Pamb is constant. This approach was used in 
the NTF because reaching a set point for the test article total conditions has a longer time constant than the ejector 
system. By using the ejector system to create the dNPR/dt, the NPR ramp rates were better controlled and realistic
(absolute, but not scaled) time scales for filling the nozzle were obtained. 
The NPR time histories of simulated start transients are shown in figure 7 on a finer time scale. A variety of 
simulated start NPR ramp rates was achieved by varying the timing of the start commands for the two ejectors and 
rate at which their drive gas was increased. Both figures 6 and 7 are plotted from the low-speed (¼ s time-averaged) 
data system. The time histories in figure 7 provide insight to the general trends for NPR for each nozzle transient. 
The NPR time history for each start transient had to be evaluated with the high frequency data as well to ensure that 
an interaction with the diffuser inlet did not influence the side load data. 
Figure 7. Example NPR ramps rates achieved for the same PAR test.
Figures 6 and 7 were generated from data recorded on the low-speed data system. The low-speed system 
recorded all facility conditions and test article data continuously over the length of a test run at 4 Hz. The static 
pressures were sampled at 600 Hz, averaged over approximately ¼ second intervals and recorded at 4 Hz. The high-
speed data system, recorded at 20,480 Hz, was turned on to capture each simulated nozzle start transient and 
constant NPR set point. The high-speed system recorded the test article total pressure, test cell pressure, nozzle wall 
dynamic pressure and the strain gage signals. 
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The test article exits were relatively close to the diffuser inlet sleeve. The diffuser inlet sleeve can just be seen in 
the right hand side of the test cell window in figure 4 and in the right and image in figure 3. During the start 
transients, there were times when the Pamb was increasing, instead of decreasing as desired, due to interactions 
between the nozzle flow, the diffuser inlet and the two ejectors downstream. Increasing Pamb (or decreasing NPR in 
this test approach) meant that a net mass flow was coming into the test cell through the diffuser pipe, instead of 
going out. This mass flow, referred to as diffuser “backwash” here, buffeted the test article producing a load source 
other than those from nozzle flow separation. The approach taken to filter out potential backwash-corrupted side 
load data is addressed, briefly, in section IV F. 
Nozzle shutdown transients require decreasing NPR. For this test approach, with constant nozzle Pc, the Pamb
would have had to increase. Due to the phenomena just discussed, testing in the NTF could not properly simulate the 
nozzle shutdown transients.
The testing was conducted over a period of 15 months. The nozzle wall pressure data was recorded in the earlier 
tests. The side load moment measurement technique took longer to refine, therefore, that data was obtained in the 
later test series. The side load moment data discussed in this paper was obtained in two tests of 35 simulated nozzle 
starts for both the TIC and PAR nozzle test articles, resulting in a total of 70 simulated starts for each nozzle
B. Nozzle Test Article Design
The TIC and PAR contours and as-designed nozzle wall pressures are shown in figure 8. The TIC test article 
contour was developed by first calculating a full length ideal contour with an ideal bell nozzle code12. That contour 
was then evaluated with TDK0213 to verify the nozzle’s design objectives had been met and to obtain higher 
resolution of the contour geometry. It was then truncated at 79% length of an equivalent 15° conical nozzle of the 
same area ratio (AR). The truncation length was chosen so the desired nozzle wall pressure ratio, Pw/Pc = 0.0025, 
existed at the exit. This nozzle wall exit pressure ratio was desired because it would result in nozzle flow separations 
over a range for which the NTF test cell pressure was easy to control. 
The PAR nozzle contour was developed using the skewed parabola option in the TDK0213. The throat expansion 
angle, 40°, was chosen higher than might otherwise be typical for a thrust optimized nozzle. Being the first, and 
possibly only, thrust optimized contour test article to be fabricated it was desired that the PAR test article definitely 
have the transition to RSS. The high initial throat angle would ensure this IRAD task was able to measure and 
compare side loads of a TIC nozzle contour without the FSS-to-RSS transition to side loads of a thrust optimized
nozzle contour with FSS-to-RSS transition. 
The PAR length and contour exit angle were adjusted so that the transition to RSS would occur at an NPR that 
was neither too low nor too high. This last judgment was subjective. Computational fluid dynamic simulations 
performed during the test article design phase indicated the transition to RSS would occur at about NPR 24. 
Figure 8. Nozzle test article contours (left) and as-designed wall pressures (right).
The schematics of the test article contours (figure 9) show that the convergent portions and throat diameters were 
the same. The radius of the initial divergence downstream of the throat was the same as well. However, the total 
angle of that initial divergence was different. The perfect nozzle code designed the TIC initial expansion of 22.68°
and, as discussed above, the PAR initial expansion of 40° was iterated to.
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Figure 9. Schematics of the TIC and PAR test article nozzle contours.
The radius of this initial expansion was chosen as 20% of the throat radius or 3.8 mm (0.15 in). The result was 
that this critical portion of the nozzle contour had high wall slope gradients. Only after completion of fabrication 
was it realized that the machining tolerances specified for this region were insufficient to replicate the desired 
contours. The result of this design oversight is that the test articles both have a small contour discontinuity in the 
region of the throat. The discontinuities are raised bumps just perceptible to a finger running along the nozzle 
contour. They are estimated to be between 0.025 and 0.08 mm (1/1000th and 3/1000th in). These bumps feel like they 
are just downstream of the throat and that they are consistent in shape and size in azimuth. The bump in the TIC 
nozzle feels slightly more prominent than the one in the PAR nozzle. After some additional testing effort, it was 
concluded that these contour flaws did not alter the separation characteristics of the nozzle flows. This conclusion 
was later borne out by a similar set of test articles that did not have this contour flaw.
The test articles (figure 10) were fabricated from aluminum. They both have an AR of 30.5, with a throat 
diameter of 38.1 mm (1.5 in). The test articles have the same mass and center of gravity so that the strain tube and 
nozzle system has the same response with either nozzle. Two rows of static pressure ports were machined into the 
nozzles staggered slightly about the 0° and 180° azimuths. The axial spacing of the static pressure ports was 8.6 mm 
(0.34 in). The high frequency pressure ports were in line at the 90° and 270° azimuths with an axial pitch of 17.3 
mm (0.62 in). 
The PAR nozzle is physically shorter than the TIC nozzle. The axial pitch between that static and dynamic 
pressure ports was kept the same for both nozzles; therefore, the PAR has slightly fewer measurements. In the test 
articles there were approximately 30 static pressures in each azimuthal row and approximately 14 high frequency 
pressure ports in each azimuthal row.
Static P
Hi Freq P
PAR
TIC 0°
Figure 10. Cross-sections of the TIC and PAR nozzle test articles.
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C. Calibration of the Strain Gages and Filtering
Calibration of the strain gages was achieved by hanging weights from a system of knife edges and pulleys 
designed such that pure horizontal and vertical static loads were applied. These loads produced a moment and a 
measureable strain at the strain gage location. A full factorial experimental design was used, providing every 
combination of loads in a 2-factor, 5-level matrix. Strain tube temperature was carefully maintained with a small 
flow of temperature controlled air through the strain tube during the calibration process. This calibration data (a 
response surface using multiple linear regressions) was then used to calculate the moment in both directions as a 
function of the strain gage measurements.
The TIC and PAR test articles were designed to have the same masses and centers of gravity so that when 
mounted on the strain tube the strain tube/nozzle system would have the same fundamental frequencies. The 
fundamental frequency for the strain tube/TIC nozzle system was 207.5 Hz and for the strain tube/PAR nozzle
system it was 215 Hz. Note that these frequencies were within the range of expected side load excitation 
frequencies. This was a design compromise made early on to ensure the strain induced in the tube was sufficiently 
large to be measured accurately. The effect on the strain gage frequency domain is shown in figure 11. The black 
lines show peaks due to resonance at their respective fundamental frequencies. 
Figure 11. Frequency content of the strain gage signal of TIC (left) and PAR (right) before (black) and after
(red) filtering.
The strain gage measurements reflect the equivalent, instantaneous static load on the tube. Since the actual load 
is extremely dynamic and excites the resonant frequency of the strain tube/nozzle system, the strain gage 
measurement, without a correction, would have been a largely inaccurate measurement of the applied load. It was 
determined that if the system resonance effect was filtered out, the remaining part of the strain gage signal was 
essentially equal to the static loading due to the aerodynamic side load forces14. To further reduce the impact of 
system dynamics on the conclusions drawn from the test data the filtered side load moments were normalized by the 
maximum measured moment (from the filtered data). This normalizing of the data determines the relative magnitude 
of side load moments for the two nozzle contours over their start transients. 
The filter applied to remove the effect of the resonance from the strain gage signal was a “notch” filter, 45 Hz 
wide, with 1023. The width of the filter was selected by examining the response power spectral densities. The value 
of ±22.5 Hz around the resonant peak spanned the region in which the response appeared to be magnified by the 
resonance. The red lines in figure 9 show the effect of the 45 Hz-wide notch filter on the strain gage signal. Further 
details of the effort to determine the true value of the aerodynamic force (the side load) from the test data can be 
found in Ref. 14.
The strain gage signals, Pc and Pamb were recorded at 20,480 Hz. After filtering of the strain gage signal these 
three measurements were imported into MATLAB. The calibration equations were applied to the strain gage signals 
to convert them to engineering units of side load moment. The NPR was calculated for each data point from a 
running average over 128 of the Pc and Pamb. The Pc signal was very steady and the averaging of it was not really 
necessary, however, the Pamb value varied about a small but non-trivial amount continuously.
To make the volume of data more manageable the data was grouped into different “bins” of NPR (Table 1). 
Depending on the rate of change of NPR the bins for a single simulated nozzle start could have between a few 
hundred and several hundred thousand data points. For each of these bins of data the maximum, minimum, mean
and standard deviation () of nozzle side load moment were calculated.
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Table 1. Bins of NPR
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IV. Results
A. Nozzle Wall Pressure
Nozzle wall pressures (Pw) were recorded at 4 Hz in the low-speed data system. To obtain the Pw profiles the 
NPR was held constant or the ramp rate was sufficiently slow that valid static pressure data was recorded. The 
pressure measurements presented previously1 were recorded in tests with the diffuser inlet approximately 76 mm (3 
in) downstream of the TIC nozzle exit plane and 127 mm (5 in) downstream of the PAR nozzle exit plane (figure 
12.) At this distance downstream it appears the diffuser inlet had no or minimal effect on Pw. This data is presented 
in further detail the current paper.
  
Figure 12. Diffuser inlet position with test articles installed; TIC (left) and PAR (right).
At the time those Pw datasets were recorded the side load measurements technique was still being refined. 
Subsequent facility modifications and changes to the test approach improved the side load measurements. One of the 
changes made was to move the diffuser inlet closer to the nozzle exit plane in an attempt to reduce plume spillage 
and enable better control of the test cell pressure (i.e., Pamb for the test articles). The side load data reported in Ref. 1 
and in further detail in this paper was recorded with the diffuser inlet approximately 32 mm (1.25 in) downstream of 
the nozzle exit plane. Unfortunately, the time available to perform these tests was limited and the pressure 
instrumentation was not hooked up. Therefore, Pw datasets do not exist for the tests in which side load moment data 
was recorded.
However, in between those two test series, PAR Pw was recorded with the diffuser approximately 51 mm (2 in) 
downstream of the nozzle exit plane. In this test series, the close proximity of the diffuser inlet induced a different 
behavior of nozzle flow separation vs. NPR. This “with diffuser effect” PAR Pw dataset is presented after the PAR 
data with the diffuser inlet at 127 mm downstream (i.e., no or minimal diffuser inlet effect on the data). The diffuser 
inlet effect did not change the shape of Pw profiles. It did, however, move the separation location downstream for a 
given NPR. 
The TIC nozzle was not tested with the diffuser inlet close to the nozzle exit other than in the tests in which side 
loads were recorded. Hence, no TIC Pw data with diffuser inlet effect is available. Table 2 lists the tests, diffuser
inlet positions and data just discussed.
Table 2. Nozzle tests and data presented the current paper.
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The remainder of this subsection on Pw presents the TIC and then the PAR Pw recorded in the spring of 2007. As 
mentioned above, these Pw appear to have been unaffected by the diffuser inlet effect. The PAR Pw recorded in fall 
of 2007 follow. The two sets of PAR Pw are then compared to illustrate the diffuser inlet effect.
1. TIC Nozzle Wall Pressures
The TIC Pw data presented here is from the same dataset presented in 20091. The diffuser inlet was located 76 
mm downstream of the nozzle exit plane. As discussed above it is believed the diffuser inlet did not significantly 
alter the nozzle flow separation characteristics.
Figure 13a compares the measured full flowing Pw to the as-designed Pw. Figure 13b presents the difference 
between the measured and the as-designed Pw. The differences are non-trivial for the first half of the nozzles and 
likely result from the aberrations of the as-built throat contour.
(a)
(b)
Figure 13. TIC normalized Pw compared to the as-designed.
Figures 14 and 15 present the TIC test article’s Pw data for the 0° and 180° azimuth measurements, respectively, 
in two nondimensional forms. The profiles show the typical FSS characteristics of a TIC nozzle; a sharp rise in the 
wall pressure at the separation point, a plateau pressure close to Pamb and then disappearance of the plateau as the 
separation location approaches the nozzle exit plane.
The NPRs plotted were chosen to document the Pw profile that existed when the separation location was at each 
pressure measurement location. The NPRs plotted in figure 14 are different than those in figure 15 because the 
measurements were at different axial stations on the two azimuths. The NPRs above 11 were recorded during the 
main part of a test when the nozzle’s Pc was constant at the set point. Those data are from times when the nozzle test 
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conditions were stationary (no significant changes in the NPR in time). The NPRs below 11 were recorded at the 
end of a test, after the ejectors were turned off, while the nozzle Pc was decreasing. The change in the NPR and the 
Pw was slow enough to obtain reasonably accurate static pressure measurements. Therefore, although the test 
conditions were not stationary, the five Pw profiles below NPR 11 (three on the 0° azimuth and two on the 180° 
azimuth) are effectively stationary data.
The maximum NPR in the Pw/Pc plots of figures 14 and 15 are 380.4 and 164.2, for the 0° and 180° azimuths, 
respectively. At those NPRs the last measurement location, x/r*=13.733 and 13.507, on the respective azimuths, 
became insensitive to Pamb. The x/r*=13.507 behaved similar to the rest of the pressure measurements in that its 
value was affected by the separated flow until the flow separation location moved downstream of it, at which time it 
then became a constant value. The x/r*=13.733 measurement, however, behaved different from the other Pw
measurements because it was essentially at the nozzle exit plane. The nozzle exit was at x/r*=13.812, only 0.079 
x/r* units (1.5 mm or 0.059 in) downstream of the x/r*=13.733 measurement. Close inspection of the x/r*=13.733 
data indicates that up to an NPR of about 175 that measurement location was affected by flow separation. Above 
approximately 175 and up to 380.4 the pressure did not become a constant value (as the other Pw measurements had) 
but tracked Pamb closely. This measurement was close enough to the nozzle exit plane for the Pamb to communicate 
upstream through the subsonic part of the nozzle’s boundary layer.
.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 14. TIC test article 0° azimuth normalized Pw.
The decrease seen in the Pw/Pamb profiles at the last three measurements was due to local flow acceleration as 
ambient air was pulled into the recirculation region downstream of the nozzle flow separation. The normalized 
profiles for full flowing nozzles are included in the Pw/Pc plots, however, they are omitted from the Pw/Pamb plots
because the full flowing nozzle Pw profiles, when normalized by Pamb, provide no insight to the nozzle flow 
separation location. The values plotted in figures 14 and 15 are presented in tabular form in Appendix A of this 
paper (tables A1a through A2b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 15. TIC test article 180° azimuth normalized Pw.
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The separation pressure ratio (Psep) is the ratio of Pw/Pamb at which, for a given location, the flow will just remain 
attached. At a slightly lower ratio (either due to lower Pw or higher Pamb) the flow would separate from the nozzle 
wall at that location. The NPRs plotted in figures 14 and 15 were chosen such that when Pw was normalized by Pamb
as in 14(b) and 15(b) the Psep is evident for each Pw measurement location. These Psep, as a function of axial station,
for both azimuths are presented in figure 16. The two curves agree down to x/r* of about 8 at which point they 
diverge up to a maximum difference of about 1% of Pamb. This difference may have resulted from asymmetries in 
the nozzle hardware. However, it also could have been the result of instrumentation effects. The pressures on the 
two azimuths were measured via separate, independent modules. The values plotted in figure 16 are the red colored, 
bold text in Tables A1band A2b in Appendix A.
Figure 16. TIC Psep as a function of axial station.
Pressure was measured at four circumferential locations on the nozzle base (the downstream facing surface at the 
nozzle exit plane) as indicated in figure 17. Those four pressures were averaged (called “Pbase”) and normalized by 
Pamb (figure 18). 
             
Figure 17. View of nozzle looking upstream (left) and an enlargement (right).
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Figure 18. TIC average Pbase. Diffuser inlet 76 mm downstream.
The variation of the Pbase/Pamb curve with NPR was caused by the decrease in Pbase due to the acceleration of the 
test cell air over the nozzle aft lip. The acceleration was induced by the less-than-Pamb pressure that developed in the 
recirculation zone downstream of the separation location.
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2. PAR Nozzle Wall Pressures
Figures 19 through 24 present the PAR test article Pw recorded in the first test series when the diffuser inlet was 
approximately 127 mm (5 in) downstream of the nozzle exit plane. This Pw data is from the same set of test data 
presented in the 2009 paper1. In this test series the diffuser inlet effect did not appear to have a significant effect on 
the separation characteristics of the nozzle flow. As discussed previously, the side load moment measurement 
technique was not yet refined when this Pw data was obtained. Therefore, good side load moment data does not exist 
for the PAR nozzle when unaffected by the diffuser inlet.
Figure 19a compares the PAR nozzle normalized Pw at full flowing condition to the as-designed curve and figure 
19b presents the differences between them. The measured values were slightly higher than the as-designed curve 
over most of the length of the nozzle.
(a)
(b)
Figure 19. PAR normalized Pw compared to the as-designed from the Spring ‘07 test series
Figures 20 and 21 present the normalized wall pressures for the 0° and 180° azimuths. The NPRs plotted were 
chosen based on the Psep for each pressure measurement location. The NPRs are slightly different for the two 
azimuths in figures 20 and 21 because the pressure measurements were at different axial locations.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 20. PAR test article 0° azimuth normalized Pw for increasing NPR. 
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(a)
(b)
Figure 21. PAR test article 180° azimuth normalized Pw for increasing NPR. 
The first eight NPRs in figure 20 (and first seven in figure 21) indicate that nozzle flow was in FSS. When NPR 
was slowly increased the flow became noticeably more unsteady starting at NPR 23.1 and increasing until complete 
transition to full RSS occurred at 23.6. In the transition the separation location jumped downstream from x/r*=4.21 
(NPR 23.57 in figure 20) between x/r*=5.57 and 5.80.
In RSS the annular jet of supersonic flow reattaches to the nozzle wall inducing a local high pressure region. 
From this high pressure region most of the flow expands downstream and, depending on the downstream flow, it 
may separate again. Because the reattached flow creates higher pressure than that immediately upstream of it, some 
of the flow reciculates, forward, along the nozzle wall. This reattaching and separating of the nozzle flow can occur 
multiple times. For example, in figure 20(b), the NPR 27.26 Pw profile had three reattached regions at approximately 
x/r*=7.8, 8.7 and 11.5. Upstream of each of these was a separated, reciculating region trapped between the nozzle 
wall and the annular jet of supersonic flow. 
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The RSS flow was highly dynamic even though the NPR was relatively constant. The static measurement 
instrumentation averages the highly variable instantaneous pressures. Care was taken to present the best
representative Pw profiles.
The flow remained in RSS with reattached flow around the full circumference up to an NPR of about 55. Above 
NPR 55 the flow was no longer fully attached around the nozzles circumference but had changed to an oscillatory 
partial reattachment. This change in flow structure is visible in the difference between the Pw profiles for NPR 53.93 
and 57.08 in figure 20(b) (and between NPR 52.25 and 56.89 in 21(b)). The flow was visibly oscillatory at a high 
frequency at these NPRs. This transition from fully attached RSS to the partial and intermittently attached RSS was 
the source of the highest side loads moment for the PAR nozzle. As the NPR increased the intermittent flow 
reattachment occurred less and this is reflected in the decreasing pressure at NPR 60.68 and 62.62. Between NPR 62 
and 70 the nozzle flowed full and the nozzle flow became steady. 
The flow did not transition from RSS to FSS before flowing full, as is often seen in TOC nozzles. Instead, as just 
described, it transitioned from RSS to a partial-RSS then snapped to a full flowing condition.
The values plotted in figures 20 and 21 are provided in tabular form in Appendix A (tables A3a through A4b).
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With decreasing NPR the nozzle flow exhibited a hysteresis in the transition between FSS and RSS. As 
mentioned above, the transition from FSS to RSS with increasing NPR occurred between 23.1 and 23.6, but when 
NPR was decreasing, the transition from RSS back to FSS did not occur until an NPR of about 12.7. Figures 22 and 
23 present the Pw profiles on the two azimuths for NPRs within this hysteresis regime: that is, profiles that existed 
while the NPR decreased from 23.3 to 12.8. The values plotted in figures 22 and 23 are provided in tabular form in 
Appendix A (tables A5a through A6b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 22. PAR test article 0° azimuth normalized Pw within the RSS-to-FSS hysteresis regime.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 23. PAR test article 180° azimuth normalized Pw within the RSS-to-FSS hysteresis regime.
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Figure 24 plots the Psep for the PAR test article. The solid symbols are Psep for increasing NPR and the open 
symbols are the Psep from the hysteresis regime during decreasing NPR. The two azimuths have similar values with 
the only significant difference being between x/r*=1.0 and 4.5. Some of those differences are attributed to 
instrumentation effects as the next test series had better agreement in this region. 
The values plotted in figure 24 are the red, bold values in Tables A3b, A4b, A5b and A6b.
Figure 24. PAR test article Psep.
Figure 25 compares the Psep for the two test articles.
Figure 25. Comparison of TIC and PAR test article Psep.
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Figure 26 presents the PAR test article’s normalized average Pbase variation with NPR. The Pbase was responding 
to the nozzle wall static pressure just upstream of the nozzle exit plane. Between NPR 10 and 20 the Pbase decreased,
similarly to that of the TIC’s Pbase, as flow was pulled over the nozzle base into the less-than-Pamb in the recirculation 
downstream of the (FSS) separation location. After transition to RSS the Pbase varied as the Pw near the nozzle exit 
varied with the pressure recovered via the recompressions. The hysteresis incurred in decreasing NPR is evident in 
Pbase as well.
Figure 26. PAR test article Pbase without diffuser inlet effect. Diffuser inlet at 51 mm in downstream.
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3. PAR Nozzle Wall Pressures when in “Diffuser Inlet Effect”
Figure 27 compares the PAR nozzle normalized Pw for a full flowing nozzle to the as-designed curve. Note that 
these full flowing Pw values were unaffected by the diffuser inlet effect. The comparison between the measured and 
as-designed values for the initial expansion of the flow, between x/r*=0 and about 3, is similar to that in figure 19a. 
However, downstream of x/r*=3.0 the data agrees well with the as-designed curve. This second set of Pw data is 
shifted slightly downward relative to the first set of PAR test data, (figure 19a) resulting in an improved Pw
agreement with the as-designed values (comparing figures 27b and 19b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 27. PAR test article normalized Pw compared to the as-designed for the Fall ‘07 test series.
Figures 28 to 32 present the PAR test article normalized Pw recorded in Fall ‘07 test series where the diffuser inlet 
was approximately 51 mm (2 in) downstream of the nozzle exit plane. This test data shows that the proximity of the 
diffuser inlet to the nozzle exit plane changed the NPR at which the nozzle flow would separate at a given location. 
This PAR Pw data with “diffuser inlet effect” is presented because the test series in which nozzle side load moments 
were measured, in all likelihood, experienced a similar affect on the separation locations due to the diffuser inlet. 
The side load moments were measured in tests with the diffuser at 32 mm (1.25 in) downstream.
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Figures 28 and 29 present the normalized wall pressures for the 0° and 180° azimuths, respectively. The NPRs 
plotted were, again, chosen based on the Psep for each pressure measurement location. The FSS Pw profiles for FSS 
up to transition to RSS were unaffected by the diffuser inlet. The transition to RSS was NPR 23.8, essentially 
unaltered from that of the tests with the diffuser further downstream.
(a)
(b)
Figure 28. PAR test article 0° azimuth normalized Pw, for increasing NPR, when in diffuser inlet effect.
With the diffuser closer to the nozzle exit the flow remained in RSS with complete axisymmetric reattachment 
up to NPR 48 (w/the diffuser further downstream, it was NPR 52). Above NPR 48 the RSS reattachment was not 
fully attached around the nozzles circumference but had become intermittently and/or partially attached. The 
pressure profile for NPR 48.95 (figure 28(b)) indicates a large change in the (average) Pw from those of NPR 48. 
The flow was visibly oscillatory at a high frequency at these NPRs. As the NPR increased the flow reattachment 
occurred less and this is reflected in the decreasing Pw at NPR 50.41 and 51.86. Between NPR 52 and 53 the nozzle 
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flowed full and the flow became steady. It is this transition from full flowing RSS at NPR 48 to partial and 
intermittent RSS up through about NPR 53 that was the source of the highest side loads measured for the PAR 
nozzle. 
The flow did not appear to transition from RSS to FSS before flowing full. Instead, as just described, it 
transitioned from RSS to a partial-RSS then snapped to a full flowing condition.
The values plotted in figures 28 and 29 are provided in tabular form in Appendix A (tables A7a through A8b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 29. PAR test article 180° azimuth normalized Pw, for increasing NPR, when in diffuser inlet effect.
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The hysteresis of the transition between RSS and FSS at low NPR when NPR was decreasing appeared to be 
unaffected by the diffuser inlet being closer to the nozzle exit. Figures 30 and 31 present the Pw profiles on the two 
azimuths for NPRs within the hysteresis regime for the tests with the diffuser inlet near the nozzle exit. They do not 
appear different than with the diffuser inlet further downstream (figures 22 and 23). The values plotted in figures 30 
and 31 are provided in tabular form in Appendix A (tables A9a through A10b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 30. PAR test article 0° azimuth normalized Pw that existed during the RSS-to-FSS hysteresis during 
decreasing NPR with the diffuser inlet near the nozzle exit.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 31. PAR test article 180° azimuth normalized Pw that existed during the RSS-to-FSS hysteresis during 
decreasing NPR with the diffuser inlet near the nozzle exit.
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Figure 32 plots the Psep of the PAR nozzle for both test series. The solid symbols are for increasing NPR and the 
open symbols are from the hysteresis regime during decreasing NPR. The agreement between the azimuths for 
x/r*=1.0 to 4.0 in the second set of data is improved relative to that in the first set of test data. This indicates that 
that some of the disagreement for these measurements in the first data set was due to measurement error. Over the 
remainder of the nozzle the agreement in the azimuths was similar. 
The two sets of data appear the same in the hysteresis regime (x/r*=3.5 to 5.6). From x/r*=6.0 to about 8.0 the 
slopes of the curves for the without and with diffuser inlet effect are similar but the diffuser inlet affected Psep was 
consistently lower. From x/r* =8.0 to the end of the nozzle the differences in the two datasets increase with axial 
station indicating an increasing effect of the diffuser inlet. The values plotted in figure 34 are the red, bold values in 
Tables A7b, A8b, A9b and A10b.
Figure 32. PAR Psep as a function of axial station for without and with diffuser inlet effect.
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Figure 33 plots a subset of the normalized Pw from the datasets shown in figures 20 and 32. The Pw profiles 
shown were chosen based on the location of the nozzle flow separation. The open symbols are from the first test 
series when the nozzle flow was not affected by the diffuser inlet. The filled symbols are from the second test series 
when the diffuser inlet did have an effect on the nozzle flow. These profiles show that the Pw profile shapes were, in 
fact, similar for the two tests when compared based on Psep location. These plots show that the diffuser effect did not 
change the nozzle fluid dynamics but did alter the NPR at which specific flow structures occurred. Note that the 
NPRs differed between the pairs of Pw profiles as the separation location moved toward the nozzle exit. This is 
consistent with the trends in figure 32.
(a)
(b)
Figure 33. Comparison of Pw profiles for the two PAR test series. Open symbols are first test series, when not 
in diffuser inlet effect. Filled symbols are the second test series, when in diffuser inlet effect.
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The NPR quoted throughout this paper is a global NPR. That is, the Pamb is the test cell pressure which was 
measured well away from the nozzle exit plane. The supersonic annular nozzle flow exiting the nozzle and flowing 
into the diffuser induced a local pressure (near the nozzle exit) that was lower than the farfield Pamb used in the NPR.
Figure 34(b) plots the average base pressure for the diffuser inlet affected set of test data which shows that the 
base pressure, once it transitioned to RSS, no longer varied significantly with NPR. That is the base pressure was no 
longer showed a strong dependence on Pw at the nozzle exit, as in figure 34(a) but, was dominated by the diffuser 
inlet effect.
(a)
(b)
Figure 34. PAR average nozzle base pressure, normalized, from the two test series. Without diffuser inlet 
effect (a) and in diffuser inlet effect (b).
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B. Side Load Moments Unscaled
The side load data presented here was recorded near the end of the test campaign after the best testing approach, 
for obtaining good side load data, had been determined. As discussed previously, the 20,480 Hz strain gage data was 
filtered and converted to a moment and collected in bins of NPR (Table 1) for each simulated nozzle start transient. 
The maximum side load moment in each NPR bin over the approximate 70 starts for the two nozzles is plotted in 
figure 35. This data was normalized by the peak magnitude of side load moment measured for the PAR nozzle. 
Figure 35. Relative side load of TIC and PAR nozzles.
Both nozzles had two peaks in side load moment: one at low NPR and one at a mid-range NPR. The maximum 
side load moment of the PAR nozzle, at NPR 47.5, was significantly higher than either of the peak moments from 
the TIC nozzle. The maximum moment of the PAR nozzle occurred as the last RSS separation bubble reached the 
end of the contour. Highly oscillatory flow existed as the nozzle flow transitioned back and forth rapidly between 
RSS and FSS. Conversely, the maximum side load moments of the TIC nozzle at NPRs in the mid-40s were due 
only to FSS separation line oscillation. This conclusion was drawn from observations of the Schlieren video and 
high frequency pressure measurements made in another test series on these same test articles. After the nozzles
flowed full, above NPRs of about 60, the side load moments of both decreased significantly. The moments present at 
the higher NPRs on figure 13 were similar to those obtained from a reference, sonic nozzle. The sonic nozzle 
produced no aerodynamic side loads; therefore, the moments measured during the sonic nozzle tests were a measure 
of the facility effects (i.e., random noise) in the test data. 
The peaks in side load moment at low NPRs for the two nozzles were very similar in magnitude. However, the 
low NPR peaks were, in part, due to different fluid dynamics. The PAR nozzle had two peaks at low NPR. The first, 
at NPR 13, was probably due to transition from FSS to a flow state called “quasi-RSS”15 (qRSS). qRSS is a short-
lived asymmetric flow reattachment that can occur as the plume expands just past the throat. The second low NPR 
peak for the PAR nozzle, at NPRs 21 and 23, was a result of the nozzle flow’s transition from FSS-to-RSS 
transition. The peak in the TIC’s side load moments at NPR 17 was most likely due to FSS-to-qRSS-FSS flow 
transitions.
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C. Facility Vibration Effects On Measured Nozzle Side Loads
When running, the NTF vibrates due to the ejector system. These facility vibrations caused the cantilevered test 
article to move with respect to the facility, producing a fluctuating strain in the strain tube. This vibration is a facility 
induced random noise embedded in the side load test data. There is no explicit method to distinguish the vibration 
induced strains from nozzle side load induced strains. To quantify this facility noise the Sonic nozzle was run in the 
same manner as the TIC and PAR. The Sonic nozzle has the same mass and center of gravity as the TIC and PAR 
test articles. The significant difference between the Sonic nozzle and the TIC and PAR is that it did not have nozzle 
flow separation within a diverging nozzle, as sketched in figure 36. Therefore, any apparent side loads were due 
only to the facility vibrations.
Figure 36. Comparison of the Sonic nozzle to a converging-diverging nozzle.
Figure 37 plots the  and the mean + 3 of the measured moment in each NPR bin for the nine NPR transients 
performed with the Sonic nozzle. This  is a statistical measure of the magnitude, but not the direction of the 
vibration induced moments. As indicated in figure 38, this vibration induced moment could occur in any direction. 
The mean +3 is the level of vibration induced moment that one can, statistically, be fairly sure will not be exceeded
during nozzle tests. 
Figure 37. Sonic nozzle’s  (left) and mean + 3 (right) of vibration induced moments.
Figure 38. The vibration induce moment could be in any direction.
Now, if one considers a specific side load event, unaffected by facility vibrations, such as sketched on the left in 
figure 39, it is a unique data point with a specific direction and magnitude. However, in the MSFC NTF the strain 
measured at any time was the combination of the side load and facility noise strains. That is, as indicated in figure 
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39, the strain measured was the vector summation of the two such that the vibration strain could have increased or 
decreased the measured side load magnitude. This means that the facility induced vibrations can be quantified as an 
uncertainty on the magnitude of the measured maximum side loads.
Figure 39. Sketch of vector addition of a unique side load event and random noise.
Figure 40 plots the TIC and PAR maximum side loads with bands of 2 of the facility vibrations on either side 
of the curves. The  magnitude applied is the average of the Sonic nozzle’s  in each NPR bin for the nine transients 
run (figure 38). Above NPR 120 the magnitude of the  at NPR 120 was applied.
Figure 40. Maximum nozzle side load moment and uncertainty, unscaled.
D. Scaling for Ambient Pressure
In this test the Pc was held constant and the test cell was evacuated to increase the NPR, thereby, inducing the 
nozzles to flow full. In doing so, test cell pressure, Pamb for the nozzles, dropped from near atmospheric to below 0.5 
psia. As a result the magnitude of the aerodynamic force produced by any asymmetric flow separation decreased 
with increasing NPR. Therefore, a relationship was required to scale the measured side load moments to the more 
normal operating procedure for nozzle transients, where Pc is increased against a constant Pamb. As it turns out that 
relationship is rather simple as shown in equation 1.
(1)
where the NPR subscript indicates those values at a given NPR and Pamb is expressed as a fraction of an atmosphere. 
Ref. 2 contains the full derivation of equation 1. With equation 1, the moments measured in the MSFC NTF were 
scaled back to Pamb of 1 atm. Since side load moments were grouped by NPR bins, the moments in each NPR bin 
were scaled by the Pamb that corresponds to the bin center NPR (table 1).
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E. Side Load Moments After Scaling
Figure 41 presents the normalized side load moments after they were scaled for the effect of Pamb per relationship 
derived in Ref. 1. The PAR’s peak maximum side load moment, after scaling, was at NPR 50.5 and the TIC’s was at 
NPR 44.5. The ±2 uncertainty for the PAR’s side load at NPR 50.5 was 8.6% and for the TIC’s side load at NPR 
44.5 it was 17.7%.The magnitude of the TIC’s peak maximum side load moment was 45% of the PAR nozzle’s peak 
maximum moment. The low NPR side load moments, when scaled, were significantly lower than their respective 
maximum side loads at the mid-range NPRs. Note that the side load moments induced by the PAR nozzle’s FSS-to-
RSS transition and the TIC nozzle’s FSS-to-qRSS-to-FSS are still apparent. 
The scaling factor was not applied to the measured side load moments for the PAR and TIC nozzles above NPRs 
66 and 86, respectively. In another test series, high frequency pressure measurements were obtained near the nozzle 
exit planes. NPRs 66 and 86 were the highest NPRs in which the high frequency wall pressure indicated any rise in 
the wall pressure (due to flow separation). Above these NPRs the nozzles were flowing completely full and any 
measured moment was not due to separated flow, and therefore, scaling should not be applied.
Figure 41. Maximum nozzle side load moment and uncertainty after scaling.
F. Population of Maximum Side Load Moment Data Points
Figures 42 and 43 present the population of the maximum side load data points, after scaling, for the TIC and 
PAR, respectively. Each data point is the maximum side load within an NPR bin during a specific nozzle start 
transient. The maximum values in each bin are on the red and blue lines for the TIC and PAR, respectively. These
maximum data points are the same as those shown in figures 35 and 41. Figures 42 and 43 contain a solid black line 
which is the maximum of the Sonic nozzle’s mean +3 values for each bin. This curve was included to provide a 
reference for the extent of the facility vibrations effect on the TIC and PAR side load data. The Sonic nozzle mean + 
3 line represents the near maximal levels one would expect, from a statistical standpoint, for facility vibration 
induced moments. Figures 42 and 43 show that the facility vibrations fall in the lower range of the side load data
and, therefore, did not significantly affect the TIC and PAR peak side load magnitudes.
Note in figure 43 that the number of valid measurements at NPR bins 53.5 and 56.5 were three and two,
respectively. This sparseness results from filtering the test data to remove those bins of data potentially corrupted by
adverse dNPR/dt (increasing NPR). (During periods of increasing NPR there would have been diffuser backwash.)
Most of the data in these bins had to be discarded because the direction of the NPR ramp changed from increasing to 
decreasing, if only for a moment. This filtering is discussed further in Ref. 16.
Note that in the NPR bins at which the peak maximum side load occurred for the nozzles (44.5 and 50.5) there 
were a reasonable number of valid data points. None-the-less, the sparseness of valid measurements for PAR
maximum side load in NPR bins 53.5 and 56.5, potentially high side load NPRs, was a concern because the absolute 
peak PAR nozzle side loads may have been filtered out.
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Figure 42. TIC nozzle’s population of maximum nozzle side load data after removal of those potentially 
affected by diffuser backwash.
Figure 43. PAR nozzle’s population of maximum nozzle side load data after removal of those potentially 
affected by diffuser backwash.
Figure 44. Sonic nozzle’s population of maximum nozzle side load data after removal of those potentially 
affected by diffuser backwash.
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G. Mean + 3 for Maximum Side Load Moments
Figures 44 and 45 present the side load mean +3 for all NPR bins for the TIC and PAR nozzles. No filtering for 
the diffuser backwash was applied here; that is, all data points in all of the NPR bins are shown. The magnitude of 
these mean +3 side loads was normalized by the peak maximum from the PAR data (just as done for figures 42 and 
43). The general shape and distributions in figures 45 and 46 appear similar to those in figures 42 and 43, 
respectively. Also, the ratio of the TIC to PAR peak side loads from the mean +3 of the dataset was surprisingly 
similar to that from the valid maximum side loads curves; 0.443 (0.423/0.956) for the mean +3 compared to 0.449 
(see figure 42). 
Figure 45. TIC nozzle’s mean + 3 nozzle side loads.
Figure 46. PAR nozzle’s mean + 3 nozzle side loads.
The mean +3 distributions do have a broader range, in NPR, of high side loads than those of figures 43 and 44. 
Also, the peak magnitude for both the TIC and PAR nozzles shifted to slightly higher NPRs. For the TIC nozzle the 
range of high side loads in figure 45 is approximately from NPR 40 to 60 with the peak magnitude at NPR 60, 
compared to a range of 40 to 54 and peak magnitude in figure 42. For the PAR nozzle the range of high side load 
NPRs in figures 43 and 46 were both three NPR bins wide but the mean + 3 distribution shifted up to NPR bins 
50.5 to 56.5. It is also much fuller on the right hand side of the peak magnitude NPRs.
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The fact that these maximums of the mean +3 are so similar to the (backwash effect filtered) valid maximal 
curves (figures 42 and 43) indicates that the diffuser backwash did not have a statically significant impact on the 
side loads. Therefore, the mean + 3 side load datasets provide a correct representation of the nozzle side load 
distributions and relative magnitudes. The reader is reminded that each data point shown represents 100s up to 
10,000 strain measurements because the data was sampled at 20,480 Hz. 
V. Conclusions
The strain tube side load measurement approach was successfully implemented in MSFC’s Nozzle Test Facility 
for nozzle start transients. Two cold flow nozzle test articles were developed, a truncated ideal and a parabolic 
contour, which produced the desired types of nozzle flows. The truncated ideal contour test article’s wall pressures 
and side load moments exhibited FSS behavior expected for truncated ideal nozzles. The parabolic contoured nozzle 
test article’s wall pressures and side load moments indicated transitional nozzle flow behavior, FSS-to-RSS-to-FSS, 
typical of thrust optimized contours. The Pw distributions first presented in 20091 were further post processed to 
provide an extensive Pw dataset for separated nozzle flows. The Pw distributions presented in 2009 and here (in finer 
detail) were unaffected by the diffuser inlet’s proximity to the nozzle exit plane.
A second set of Pw data for the PAR nozzle that was affected by the presence of the diffuser inlet was presented 
and compared to the Pw dataset unaffected by the diffuser inlet. The Pw profiles for the nozzle flow separated at a 
given location were similar for both datasets, i.e., without and with the diffuser inlet effect. However, the diffuser 
inlet effect did lower the NPR at which the nozzle flow, at given axial station, would separate. That is, the diffuser 
inlet caused the nozzle to flow full at a lower NPR. The diffuser inlet effect appeared to be limited to the last third of 
the nozzle length.
During simulated nozzle start transients, the maximum side load magnitude of the TIC test article was 45% of 
that of the PAR test article. The effect of facility vibrations on the measured side loads was explained and 
quantified. The effect of the backwash from the diffuser was described and affected data was filtered out to create a 
dataset for the maximum side loads. The population of this maximum side load data points was presented. The 
magnitude of side loads was presented using the mean +3 for the full population of test points. The mean +3 data 
were similar to that of the maximum side loads. Therefore, the mean + 3 side load datasets provide a correct 
representation of the nozzle side load distributions and relative magnitudes.
The nozzle side load data was obtained with the diffuser inlet in close proximity to the nozzle exit plane. It is 
likely that the side load data presented here was affected by the diffuser inlet effect. 
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Appendix A
Table A1a. TIC 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 14a. Diffuser inlet 76 
mm downstream.
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Table A1b. TIC 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 14b. Diffuser inlet 76 
mm downstream.
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Table A2a. TIC 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 15a. Diffuser inlet 76 
mm downstream.
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Table A2b. TIC 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 15b. Diffuser inlet 
76 mm downstream.
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Table A3a. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 20a. Diffuser inlet 127 
mm downstream.
Table A3b. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 20b. Diffuser inlet 127 
mm downstream.
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Table A4a. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 21a. Diffuser inlet 127 
mm downstream.
Table A4b. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 21b. Diffuser inlet 
127 mm downstream.
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Table A5a. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 22a. Diffuser inlet 127 
mm downstream.
Table A5b. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 22b. Diffuser inlet 127 
mm downstream.
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Table A6a. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 23a. Diffuser inlet 127 
mm downstream.
Table A6b. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 23b. Diffuser inlet 
127 mm downstream.
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Table A7a. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 28a. Diffuser inlet 51 
mm downstream.
Table A7b. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 28b. Diffuser inlet 51 
mm downstream.
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Table A8a. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 29a. Diffuser inlet 51 
mm downstream.
Table A8b. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 29b. Diffuser inlet 
51 mm downstream.
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Table A9a. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 30a. Diffuser inlet 51 
mm downstream.
Table A9b. PAR 0° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 30b. Diffuser inlet 51 
mm downstream.
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Table A10a. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pc) wall pressures as presented in figure 31a. Diffuser inlet 51 
mm downstream.
Table A10b. PAR 180° Azimuth normalized (by Pamb) wall pressures as presented in figure 31b. Diffuser inlet 
51 mm downstream.
